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An analysis is carried out of a ~-N-5 field theory using an extension of the Feshbach projection
operator technique in conjunction with a set of identities which relate Green's functions acting in
subspaces whose projection operators are related by the action of the meson creation and annihila-
tion operators. Exact relations are derived for the propagators, self-energies, and vertex functions
that arise in the field theory. A separation of the pion-nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes into
their one-particie irreducible and one-particle reducible parts is obtained. An exact set of coupled
integral equations for the pion-nucleon amplitudes is derived. When a certain approximation for the
effective potentials in these equations is made, it is found that the one-particle irreducible ampli-
tudes satisfy a set of three-particle equations that are exactly analogous to the quasiparticle equa-
tions of Alt, Grassberger, and Sandhas. Moreover, the one-particle reducible parts can be obtained
from the solutions of the three-particle equations. These equations are nonlinear in that the kernels
are determined by the solutions. An approximate set of linear equations is obtained whose solutions
satisfy two-particie and three-particle unitarity and have reasonable analytic structure. An iteration
scheme for improving on the linear approximation is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently' the author has succeeded in deriving a set of
three-particle equations for the coupled Nrr-N~sr system
starting from the Hamiltonian of the Chew-Low theory.
This Hamiltonian describes the interaction of pions with a
static nucleon through the process N~~N+~; The equa-
tions were constructed so that the solutions satisfy two-
particle and three-particle unitarity, as well as the discon-
tinuity relations for the production amplitudes
(N+m~N+2vr) in the subenergy variables, which are the
final state energies of the pions.

The method used to obtain the three-particle equations
is a dispersion relation technique based on unitarity and
analyticity in the subenergy and total energy variables,
and was developed by analyzing Lee model-type field
theories. ' The technique is closely related to an ap-
proach used by other workers ' to derive three-particle
equations by imposing subenergy unitarity and analyticity
on the isobar expansion for production amplitudes. The
author's approach differs in that the isobar expansion is
not assumed. An expansion similar to it emerges from
the analysis. Also, the subenergy dispersion relations are
supplemented by a total energy dispersion relation in or-
der to determine the modifications of the standard
Amado-Lovelace equations ' that are necessary to ac-
count for single nucleon intermediate states.

One of the shortcomings of the field theory used by the
author to derive three-particle equations for the N~-N~m.
system is that it does not treat the 6 resonance on the
same footing as the nucleon. According to the modern
quark picture the 6 is just as "elementary" as the N. In
recent years, effective field theories which' treat the m, N,
and 6 as elementary have been developed. " ' These
theories have been obtained by coupling pions to quarks in
the framework of either the MIT bag model' or the con-
stituent quark model. ' The so-called chiral bag

models"' are obtained by introducing a pion field into
the original bag model Lagrangian so as to restore chiral
symmetry. ' ' The justification for including the pion
field in the constituent quark model' is simply the fact
that pions interact with baryons. In either approach, the
three-quark core of a baryon serves essentially as an ex-
tended, static source for the pions. The model for the
core determines the form factors or cutoff functions for
the various vertices (~NN, srNb„mhb„. . . ) that occur in
the effective field theory.

Even though the bare N and 6 appear in these field
theories on an equal footing, the physical or dressed parti-
cles are, of course, quite different in that the N is stable
while the 6 is not. Unstable particles are somewhat awk-
ward to handle in dispersion relations, because they deal
with the physical states of a system, and unstable particles
do not appear in the spectrum of these states. From the
work of Luke' on unstable particles in the Lee model, it
is clear that in principle the dispersion relation approach
developed for a m.-N field theory can be extended to a
m-N-6 field theory by assuming that the 6 is stable and
then analytically continuing in the mass of the 6 to an
unstable value. A careful justification for this procedure
is fairly difficult, since the 5 sits quite close to the two-
pion threshold. For this reason we will develop a dif-
ferent method for analyzing a ~-N-6 field theory. At the
end we will return to the use of dispersion relations to jus-
tify an approximate form of the exact equations that we
will derive for the pion-nucleon system.

The method that we will develop is based on the Fesh-
bach projection operator formalism, ' which was intro-
duced to treat nuclear reactions with many channels
present. It was originally formulated under the assump-
tion that the number of "elementary" particles involved is
conserved. Here, since we are dealing with a meson field
theory, this is no longer true.

An extension of the Feshbach formalism' to allow for
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an indefinite number of mesons has been developed by
Mizutani and Koltun for the pion-deuteron system and
for general pion-nucleus reactions. ' Their techniques,
which are discussed extensively in Ref. 22, bear some
resemblance to Okubo's use of projection operators in a
discussion of the Tamm-Dancoff method in meson
theory. Their approach is consistent with meson field
theory, but is developed in terms of an effective
Schrodinger equation so as to remain in close contact with
conventional nuclear physics. The projection operators in
their formalism deal with subspaces involving physical or
dressed nucleons and pions.

Stingl and Stelbovics have used the Feshbach formal-
ism in conjunction with the Chew-Low Hamiltonian ' to
develop a model for the pion-deuteron system. In their
approach, it is assumed that the Hamiltonian acts in the
restricted space spanned by free N+ N, N+ N+ m, and
N+ N+ 2~ states. The N+ N and N+ N+ 2~ chan-
nels are eliminated so as to obtain an effective three-
particle problem.

Projection operator techniques have also been used to
analyze several sectors of the Lee model. The sectors
studied correspond to simple models for the pion-
nucleon, pion-deuteron, and three-nucleon systems,
as well as for nuclear matter. In contrast to Mizutani
and Koltun, ' ' the projection operators used in these
analyses deal with subspaces involving bare particles.

The projection operator relations that we will use here
are developed in Sec. II. They are a fairly straightforward
extension of the equations developed in the Green's func-
tj.pn formalism of Fonda and Newton. ' These relations
make it possible to express a Green's function 6 defined
in terms of a Hamiltonian projected onto a subspace o. to
its projection PpG Pp onto a smaller subspace p, and to a
Green's function Gr defined in terms of a Hamiltonian
projected onto a subspace y obtained by removing sub-
space P from subspace a. The relations developed also
make it possible to obtain the projected Green's function
PpG Pp from a pseudo-Hamiltonian that acts only in the
subspace f3. The formalism presented in Sec. II is of a
very general nature in that the specific form of the Hamil-
tonian is irrelevant.

In Sec. III we will develop a set of relations that are
peculiar to quantum field theory, in that they involve the
meson annihilation and creation operators, a (p) and
a (p). The results of this section are based on a very sim-
ple observation. If, for example, P, is the projection
operator for the space spanned by bare one-meson —one-
fermion states,

~

~N) and
~

~b. ), and P, projects onto the
space of bare one fermion states,

~

N) and
~

b, ), then
a (p)P, =P,a (P). Thus the meson operators take us from
one subspace to another. The important consequence of
this is that relationships exist between Green's functions
defined on various subspaces, which are induced by the
action of the meson creation and annihilation operators.
These relations are extremely useful and greatly facilitate
the analysis of a ~-N-6 field theory. Here we shall apply
them to pion-nucleon scattering. In the future we will use
them to analyze pion-nucleus reactions.

Section IV, which deals with the pion-nucleon system,
is divided into a number of subsections. In Sec. IVA the

underlying field theory is briefly discussed. We do not
give the details of the various vertices involved (m.NN,
~Nb„and mb, h) as they are irrelevant for the subsequent
development. A specific version of the type of model we
have in mind is given in Ref. 30. Expressions for the N
and 6 propagators, the various vertex functions, and rela-
tionships among them are obtained in Secs. IVB and
IV C.

In Sec. IVD we define Green's functions in the sub-
space of

~

mN) and
~

~b, ) states and show how they are
related to the pion-nucleon scattering amplitudes. We
also show how to separate out the one-particle reducible
parts of these amplitudes, i.e., the parts that arise from
single nucleon and single 6 intermediate states. These
contributions are expressed in terms of the N and 6 prop-
agators and the vertex functions. Exact integral equations
are obtained for the Green's functions and pion-nucleon
scattering amplitudes. The equations for the amplitudes
are similar in structure to the Amado-Lovelace equa-
tions, ' but with the modifications due to N and 6 inter-
mediate states present. The propagators in these equa-
tions are simply related to the fermion propagators, while
the effective, energy-dependent potentials that appear
represent fairly sophisticated generalizations of the
crossed Born term potentials in the original Amado-
Lovelace equations. ' These new potentials make possi-
ble the treatment of unstable particles, such as the 6,
within the framework of three-particle theory. We also
derive exact expressions for the vertex functions in terms
of the one-particle irreducible amplitudes. Section IV D
concludes with an analysis of the relationship between the
equations obtained here and those of the well-known two-
potential formalism of Gell-Mann and Goldberger. '

In Sec. IV E we analyze the effective potentials and the
propagators that appear in the coupled, one-variable in-
tegral equations for the pion-nucleon scattering ampli-
tudes. We develop a particular approximation for the po-
tentials which lead to equations for the coupled N~-N~m
system, which are analogous to those of the quasiparticle
method for three-particle systems developed by Alt,
Grassberger, and Sandhas (AGS). The analysis shows
that with some modest modifications and extensions stan-
dard three-particle equations can be used to calculate the
one-particle irreducible part of the pion-nucleon scattering
amplitude. The rest of the amplitude can be obtained by
carrying out integrations with the solutions of the three-
particle equations. The three-particle equations are non-
linear in that their input is given by the solutions of the
equations. Section IVE concludes with the development
of approximate linear equations, whose solutions satisfy
two-particle and three-particle unitarity and have reason-
able analytic structure. Section V gives a discussion of
the results, a comparison with other relevant work, and
suggestions for the future.

II. PROJECTION OPERATOR FORMALISM

We begin by introducing a set of projection operators
labeled with subscripts and superscripts. The projection
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p (2.1)

These operators we combine with the Hamiltonian opera-
tor H to define the operators

operator Pp includes the states denoted by the cover index
p, while Pp includes everything but the states labeled by p.
Obviously, the two are related by

H p(z) =Hpp+HprGr(z)Hrp . (2.12)

At first sight the notation Hp appears unnatural, but it
should be kept in mind that according to (2.4b) the index

y is determined by P and a. The operator Hp(z) is a
pseudo-Hamiltonian that acts in the subspace P.

Putting (2.10) into (2.9b), and using (2.4a), we arrive at
the important identity

0&—P,IIP, , H,P=P,IIPP,

0' =P'HP II'P=P'HPP .
P p 7

We also define Green's functions according to

(2.2)

6 (z) =Gr(z)+ [1+Gr(z)H "p]gp(z)[1+HprGr(z)] .

(2.13)

Using the fact that P~ and P~ are orthogonal, we find
from (2.13) that

6(z) =
z —0

PA.

6 A( )

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

Gg(z) =
z —Hu,

(2.3c)

where z is a complex parameter.
We now derive relations between various Green's func-

tions defined as in (2.3). We start with a subspace whose
projection operator is P and decompose it into orthogo-
nal projection operators PI3 and P~ according to

PI3+P~ =P (2.4a)

which by (2.1) implies that

g p(z) =PpG (z)Pp . (2.14)

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) relate the Green's function
6 (z), which acts in the subspace of P, to its projection,
g p(z), onto the smaller subspace I3, and to a Green's func-
tion Gr(z) which acts in the subspace of Pr, obtained by
removing Pp from P . According to (2.11), gp(z) is the
Green's function for the pseudo-Hamiltonian given by
(2.12). The first term in this pseudo-Hamiltonian is sim-

ply the true Hamiltonian H projected onto the subspace p,
while the second term describes a transition from this sub-
space to the subspace of P~=P —Pp, propagation there
according to the Hamiltonian H~~, and return to subspace

As is well known, ' the pseudo-Hamiltonian (2.12) with
P = 1 arises when the Schrodinger equation

P&=& —P —P& ——P ~. (2.4b) (E H)
~
Q) =0— (2.15)

From (2.2) and (2.4a), we can write

H =Hpp+H~~+Hp~+H~p,

which when used in G (z) leads to the identity

(2.5)
Hp(z) =H p(z) (2.16a)

is replaced by an effective equation in the subspace 13. If
we let

6 (z)=

pter

[1+(Hpr+Hrp)G (z)] .
z —Hpp —H~~

(2.6)

with

P =1, (2.16b)

Using the fact that Pp and Pr are orthogonal, it is
straightforward to show that

the effective Schrodinger equation is

[E Hp(E+ie)]Pp—
~
g)+ ——0 . (2.17)

(z Hpp Hrr )[G—p(z)+—Gr(z)] =P

and therefore

(2.7) The complete state vector is related to its projection onto
the subspace P by

P =Gp(z)+ Gr(z)
z —Hpp —H~~

(2.8)
with

~
g)+ ——[1+GP(E+ie)HPp]Pp

~
g)+, (2.18a)

Putting this in (2.6), we obtain

PpG (z)=Gp(z)+Gp(z)HprPrG (z),
PrG ( )z=G (r)z+6(z)HrpPpG (z),

which, with a little algebra, can be combined to give

Pp 6~(z) =gp (z) [ I +H pr 6r(z) ],
where

Pp
gp(z) =

z Hp(z)—
with

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.10)

(2.11)

P~=1 —Pp . (2.18b)

III. USEFUL IDENTITIES

%'e assume that the system of interest consists of bo-
sons and fermions whose dynamics is determined by a
quantum field theory Hamiltonian

All of the relations in the projection operator formalism
are of a very general nature in that the structure of the
Hamiltonian has played no role whatsoever. In the next
section we shall derive a set of identities which greatly fa-
cilitate the application of this formalism to quantum field
theory.
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H =Hp+HI, (3.1)

[a(p),a (q)]=5(p,q), (3.2)

with their other commutators zero. Here 5(p, q) is a prod-
uct of Dirac delta functions and Kronecker delta symbols.
We assume that

[Ho, a (p)]=co~a (p),

[Hi, ~'(p) l =J(p),
(3.3a)

(3.3b)

where co& is the energy of meson p, and J(p) is an opera-
tor which depends only on fermion creation and annihila-
tion operators, and hence commutes with a (p) and a (p).

Our purpose here is to derive identities which describe
the action of a (p) and a (p) on the projection operators
and Green's functions of Sec. II. We begin by assuming
Pz and P are two projection operators related by

where Hp is the free Hamiltonian and H
&

contains the in-
teractions. We introduce a set of operators, a (p) and
a (p), which create and annihilate bosons labeled with the
cover index p. These operators satisfy the commutation
rule

a (p)G&(z) =G (z —co~)[a (p)+J (p)G~(z)],

Gp(z)a (p) = [a (p) +Gp(z) J(p) ]G (z ~q—),

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

where (3.5b) follows from (3.5a) by replacing z with z*
and taking the adjoint. Using (3.3b) and (3.5) it is easy to
show that

a(p)[1+H)Gp(z)]=[1+H, G (z —co~)]

X [~ (p)+J (p)G~(z)], (3.6a)

[1+G&(z)H~]a (p)=[a (p)+G (z)J(p)]

a (p)H~& P——a (p)HP~,

=P [J"(p)+(co~+H)a (p)]P&,

=P Jt(p)P~+(~~+H )a (p)P~,

+(~~+H
Multiplying the last line from the left by (z —co~—H..)-1, from the right by (z Hpp—) 1, a-nd using (2.3),
we obtain

a(p)P~=P a(p) . (3.4) X[1+G (z —cop)H)] . (3.6b)

We shall see several examples of this in Sec. IV. A simple
example is where P projects onto a one-boson —one-P
fermion subspace and P projects onto the one-fermion
subspace. Using (3.3), (3.4), and the definitions (2.2), it is
straightforward to carry out the following manipulations.

a (p)P =P,a (p) .

Using this, (3.3b) and (3.5), we find

(3.7)

We assume that there is a third projection operator P
related to P by

a (p)G&(z)a (q) =G (z —co&)5(p, q)+[a (q)+G (z —co~)J(q)]G,(z —co~ —co~)

X[a(p)+J (p)G (z —coq)]+G (z —co~)J (p)Gp(z)J(q)G (z —coq) .

Finally, with the help of (3.3b), (3.5), and (3.8), we arrive at the fairly complicated, but very useful identity

a (p)H, G~(z)H~a (q)=H~G (z —co~)J(q)a(p)+a (q)J (p)G (z —co~)H~

+a (q)H, G, (z —co~ co~)H&a—(p)+a (q)H&G, (z ruz —co~—)J (p)[l+.G (z —co~)H, ]

+[1+H)G {z—co )]J(q)G (z —co —co )H)a(p)+[1+H)G (z —co )]

X[J(q)G (z —~ —~ )J (p)+J (p)G (z)J(q)][1+G (z co, )H ]—
+H)G (z —co )6(p, q)H, .

(3.8)

(3.9)

IV. THE PION-NUCLEON SYSTEM

A. The model

We assume that our field theory Hamiltonian describes
the interaction of P wave pions with a static n-ucleon (N)
and a static delta (b, ) through the virtual processes

N

N~~A+ ~, (4.1)

At this point there appears to be little motivation for
having developed the identities of this section; their use-
fulness will be amply demonstrated in Sec. IV.

Conservation of angular momentum and parity imply that
only P- and I'-wave mesons can interact with a static N
and 6 by means of the preceding processes. Thus, aside
from not allowing I'-wave mesons, the model we are using
is essentially determined by the assumption that the static
fermions interact with the pions only through the virtual
processes (4.1).

We take the pion creation operators a~„(q) to be the
standard components of an irreducible tensor operator of
order one in configuration and isospin space. Here m
and n are the z components of the meson's angular
momentum and isospin, respectively. We note that
( —) +"a „(q) is also a component of a spherical ten-
sor of order one, with indices m and n. In order to
compress the notation we shall frequently use p and v as
cover indices for the pair (m, n) The nonze. ro commuta-
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tion relation for the meson operators is taken to be Xf (z) = (fr I
H) 6 (z)H)

I
fr & (4.12)

[a„(p),a (q)]=, 5„ (4.2)

where Ho is the free Hamiltonian for the fermions, N and
b„and J (q) contains only fermion creation and annihila-
tion operators. According to (4.2) and (4.3b), we have

[H„a„(p)]=J„(p). (4.4)

Keeping in mind (3.3), we see that our Hamiltonian must
be given by (3.1) with

HO=H()+ g f dqq a (q)a„(q)coq, (4.3a)
V

H) ——g f dq q [a,(q)J,(q)+a, (q)J~(q)], (4.3b)

G(z)=Gf(z)+ g IF„(z)&If(z)(F„(z*)
I

(4.13)

We expect the denominator of I N(z) to have a simple
zero on the physical sheet at z =MN, the nucleon mass,
while the denominator of I'~(z) should have a pair of con-
jugate zeroes on an unphysical sheet, corresponding to the
complex mass of the b, resonance. The complex zeroes
occur in pairs because Xf(z*)=Xf(z), i.e., the self-energy,
is a real, analytic function of z.

A useful decomposition of the complete Green's func-
tion 6 (z) can be obtained from (2.13) by making the iden-
tifications P =1, Pf) Pf, a——nd Pr=Pf. Using (2.14),
(4.7), and (4.5), we find

Since H& is invariant under rotations in configuration and
isospin space, (4.4) implies that J&(p) =J „(p) is the com-
ponent of a rank one spherical tensor and so is
( —) +"J „(p). As we go along, it will become clear
that this is all we need to know about the J@'s in order to
derive the results of this section.

with

I
F„(z)& =[1+Gf(z)H) ] I

fr &Z)

If(z)=I f'(Z)IZf .

(4.14)

(4.15)

Ho
I
fr&=Mf' 'I fr&, f =N, b, , (4.6)

with My
' the bare fermion mass. Here r is a cover index

for the pair (M,X), where M and X are the z components
of the fermions angular momentum and isospin, respec-
tively.

We introduce the projection operators

Pf y I
fr &(fr I, f =——N, b, . (4.7)

If in Sec. II we take P =1 and Pp Pf, then in (2.14——)

G =6, and we can express I'f as a matrix element of
gf (z). Using (2.11) and (2.12), it is then easy to show that

If(z)=— 1

z (fr I Hf(z) —
I fr &

(4.8)

Here the pseudo-Hamiltonian Hf(z) is defined by the rela-
tions

P~= 1 —Pg, (4.9)

Hf (Z) —Pf [H +HGf(z)H]Pf

where Gf(z) is of the form (2.3b). Using the fact that Hp
conserves the number of mesons, while H] changes the
number by one, we can rewrite (4.8) as

(4.10)

1
~f z (0)—z —Mf Xf (z)

where the self-energy function is given by

(4.11)

B. The fermion propagators

We define the fermion propagators by

I f(z)5ff 5„„=&fr
I
6(z}If'r'& f=»~ (4 5}

where 6(z) is given by (2.3a) and
I fr & is a bare fermion

state which satisfies

In order for (4.13) to be true, Zf can be any real number
different from zero. It is convenient to choose ZN to be
the wave function renormalization constant for the nu-
cleon, i.e.,

ZN ——(Nr
I
Nr &+, (4.16}

where
I
Nr &+ is the physical nucleon state, then I N(z)

has a unit residue at the nucleon pole. Also with this
choice we find from (2.18) that

I
N„(MN+i e) & =

I
Nr & p .

Using (4.13) and (4.14), it is easy to show that

IF„(z)&=G(z) lfr&I f (z)Zf

(4.17)

(4.18)

Starting with this, we find with the help of (3.5a)
(Pp P= 1) that-—

aq(p) I
F„(z)& = G (z —cop)Jp(p) I

F„(z)& . (4.19)

This result will be useful in subsequent developments.
An alternative expression for the self-energy functions

can be obtained by using (4.14) in (4.12). The result is

Xf(z) = (fr
I
H)

I
F,(z) &Zf

' (4.20)

P~ =PN+Pg, P'=1 —P, .

With the help of (2.14},(4.7), and (4.5) we find

(4.21)

G(z) =6'(z)+ [1+6'(z)H, ]
&& g lfr&rf(z)&fr

I
[1+H 6'(z)].

fr
(4.22)

Because of the action of the projection operators, putting

Besides (4.13), there is another useful decomposition of
the complete Green's function. We again use (2.13), but
now make the identifications P =1, P~=P„and Pr=P'
where
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(4.22) into (4.18) and using (4.15) leads to

~
F„(z)) =[1+G'(z)H, ] ~

fr )Z)
which in turn allows us to rewrite (4.22) as

(4.23)

term contains all of the contributions of single fermion
states to the complete Green's function.

C. The vertex functions

G( )=G ( )+g ~F„( ))I f( )(F(z )
fr

(4.24)

This decomposition is particularly useful since the second
I

We begin this subsection by considering matrix ele-
ments of the complete Green's function between one-
fermion and one-meson —one-fermion states. If in Sec. III
we identify Pz and P with 1 we find that (3.5a) and
(4.18) allow us to write these matrix elements in the form

(fr
~
a&(p)G(z)

~

f'r') =Z) I &(z co~)(F—(z"—co~)
~
J„(p)

~

F„' (z))I ~(z)ZI (4.25)

From (4.18) it follows that
~
F„(z)) is an eigenstate of an-

gular momentum and isospin whose eigenvalues we label
(J,M) and (T,N), respectively. For N and b we have
( J, T) =( —,', —,

'
) and ( J, T) =( —, , —,

'
), respectively. Recall

that r is a cover index for (M, N), while p is a cover index
for m and n, the z components of the pions angular
momentum and isospin, respectively. Since J~„(p) is a
component of a spherical tensor in configuration and iso-
spin space, the Wigner-Eckart theorem allows us to
write

(F„(z~ )
~
J„(p) ~F„'(z2)) =yff (p, z&,z2)(frp

~

f'r'),
(4.26a)

& F,(z t )
I
J~'(p) I

Fr' (zz ) &
=yyy (p z ~,zz ) &f'" p'

I
fr &,

(4.26b)

with

(4.27)

&f''r p, i fr &
=

& J 1M m
l
JM & ( T'IN'n'

l

TN ),
f'=(J', T'); r'=(M', N'); p'=(m', n');

f=(J,T); r =(M,N), (4.28)

where we are using Messiah's notation for the CG coeffi-
cients. We shall refer to the functions yy~(p, z~,z2) as
the vertex functions.

Combining (4.25), (4.26a), and (4.18), we can write

&f"
I a&(p)

l

F''(z) & =Zf I f(z cop)yff'(p z co~ z)

&«f s If' '& (4.29)

yff'(pyz j pzg ) y f 'f (ptz p &z I )

Here (f'r'IJ, '
I fr) is a product of Clebsch-Gordan (CG)

coefficients defined by

which shows that the projections of the
~

F„(z)) onto the
one-meson —one-fermion states are determined by the fer-
mion propagators and the vertex functions.

It is convenient to introduce bare or undressed vertex
functions by

&f
l

J'(P) lf' '&=yff'(P»)&f I If' '&, (4.30 )

with

(fr
i
J„,(p) ~f'r') =y qgp)(f'r I

'
I
fr ),

) ff'(P) y f'f (P)(o) —(p)~

(4.30b)

(4.31)

As the interaction is turned off the y's approach the
y' 's. The renormalization of the coupling constants can
be expressed in terms of the dressed and undressed vertex
functions. If, for example, fo and f are the bare and re-
normalized coupling constants for N~+N+m, they are re-
lated by3

yNN(P~MN~MN ) fyNN(p) ~f0 (4.32)

It is well known" that in quantum field theories with
interactions of the type given by (4.1) there exists an in-
tegral expression for the self-energy functions in terms of
the vertex functions and propagators. It is easy to derive
this relation with the results we have obtained so far. If
we put (4.3) into (4.20) we encounter the matrix element

(fr
~
J„(q)a„(q) F„) .

Since J,(q) contains only fermion creation and annihila-
tion operators we can evaluate this matrix element by in-
serting a set of bare fermion states to the right of J„. Us-
ing (4.29), (4.30b), and the orthogonality relation for the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that occur in (4.28), we arrive
at

Z) XI(z)= g f dqq yy~'(q)ZJ' I y(z —or~)yJ J(q,z co&,z) . —
f'

(4.33)

D. Pion-nucleon scattering

In this subsection essentially all of the results we have obtained so far will be used to derive integral equations for the
pion-nucleon scattering amplitudes. For notational purposes we define

I'p ——0,
(4.34)
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We introduce a Green s function in the space spanned by the one-meson —one-fermion states az(p)
~
fr ) by the definition

Gf„f„(pp,qv;z) =Zy (fr
~

a&(p)G'(z)a~(q)
~

f'r')Zf, (e =O,a), (4.35)

where G'(z) is given by (2.3b) with P =P'. lf e =0, G'(z) is the complete Green's function, while if e =a the N and b,
states are taken out of play [see (4.21)]. We are going to use (3.8) to obtain an alternate expression for (4.35). We there-
fore identify P& in Sec. III with P . Since

a„(p)P'= la„(p) (e =O,a), (4.36)

(3.4) and (3.7) tell us that we must identify P and P, with the unit operator. With the help of (3.2), (4.2), (4.5), (4.15),
and (4.18), we find

Gf f „(pp,qv;z)=l f(z —cop)5ff 5„„2 5p +I f(z —cd�)Xf„f„(pp,qv;z)I f (z —coq) (e =O,a), (4.37)

where

Xf,f' (ppqv z) = (F (z*—~~ )
~

& (q)G (z —~~ ~~ )&„(p)+&„(p)G'(z)~ (q)
~
P,' (z —~, ) ) (e =0 a)

Using (4.17) and (4.19), it is straightforward to verify that

XN„N„(kp. ,kv;MN+cipk+iE')=+(Nr
~

J (k)
~

kvNr )+,
where

~

k»r'& =[a.(k)+G(MN+~k+~e)~. (k)]
~

Nr'&

which, according to Eqs. (7) and (12) of Ref. 5, shows that

XNq Np ( kp, kv, MN +cok + I e)

(4.38)

(4.39a)

(4.39b)

is the amplitude for the elastic scattering from the initial state ( kvNr') to the final state ( kpNr) Amplitu. des defined by
(4.38) with one or both of the f's equal to 6 are unphysical, even on shell, since the b, is an unstable particle.

If we put (4.24) into (4.38) when e =0 and use (4.26), we find

Xf„f;(pp,qv z)=Xy„f.„(pp,qv z)+ g yff (p z co&,z)(fry—
~

f"r")If (z)(f'r'v
~

f"r")yf f (q z z —co&) . (440)

According to (4.35) we need G'(z) in the subspace of P„
so in (2.14) we identify P with P'and Pp with P, and let

g,'(z) =P,G'(z)P, . (4.42)

From (2.4) we see that we must identify Pr with

Because the operator G'(z) does not allow for any single
fermion intermediate states [see (2.3b) and (4.21)], the am-
plitude Xf„f„[see (4.35) and (4.37)] describes those pro-
cesses in which pion absorption is missing, i.e., it is one-
particle irreducible. These processes are contained in the
second term on the right-hand side of (4.40). It is not
surprising that this term involves the fermion propaga-
tors. In most models of the aN amplitude ' ' the ab-
sorption term does not appear in the 6 channel, but we
have seen here that it must be present when the underly-
ing field theory contains an elementary b, .

Our job now is to derive integral equations for the
Green's functions and scattering amplitudes. To this end,
we introduce a projection operator for the one-
meson —one-fermion subspace, i.e.,

P, = g f a&(p)
~
fr)p dp(fr

~
a„(p) . (4.41)

fry

and then, using (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain

[z H;(z)]g,'(z) =Pg—,
with

H,'(z) =P, [H+HG "(z)H]P, ,

(4 43)

(4.44)

=P, [HO~H(G"(z)H)]P, . (4.45)

where the effective potential is given by

If e =0, G" excludes only the one-meson —one-fermion
states, while if e =a it also excludes the one-fermion
states [see (2.3b), (4.43), (4.34), (4.21), and (4.41)].

With the help of (4.45'), (4.2), (4.11), and (4.15), it is
straightforward to show that we can write

Zf (fr
~
a„(p)[z —H,'(z)]a„(q)

~

f' ')Zf'~

5(p —q)= I f (z —cop )5ff 5' 5 ~—Pf~p f p (pp, qv;z)

(4.46)

Vfp f'p'(pp, qv;z) =Zf '(fr
~
a„(p)[H & G

"(z)H
~
—&f(z ~~ )]a~(q)

~ f'r' )Zf (4.47)

Using (4.12) and conservation of angular momentum and isospin, we can rewrite (4.47) as
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Vf~p f'y'(pp, qv;z) =Z) (fr I a&(p)H& 6"(z)H&a (q) H—&6~(z —co )H& 5„ I

f'r' &2&, (4.48)
p

In order to put this into a more useful form, we will use (3.9) with Pz P——". With the help of (4.43), (4.21), (4.34), (4.41),
(4.2), and (4.7), we find

a„(p)P"=P'a„(p), (4.49)

which, according to (3.4), (3.7), and (4.21), implies that we must identify P with P and P, with the unit operator. Us-
ing (3.9) with these identifications, as well as (4.23) and (4.14), we obtain

V~„I „(pp, ,q v;z) = (F„(z*—co& )
I
J~(q)G (z —co& co—z )J& (p) +J& (p)6"(z)J~(q)

I

F„' (z coq—) & . (4.50)

If we write out (4.44) in detail, and use (4.2), (4.46), (4.42), (4.41), and (4.35), we are led to the following integral equa-
tion for the Green's functions:

5(p —q)GJ'„y„(pp, qv;z)=1~(z —co )5&&5„„5„+I"~(z—co ) g VJ„~ „-(pp,xA, ;z)x dxG& f' '(xA q z)p' fII II/

(4.51)

X I, lpef»&p'dp(ppf»
I
=1, .

frp

The operators are defined by the relations

(ppfr
I
6,'(z)

I
qvf'r' & =6~„J„(pp,qv;z),

(4.52)

(4.53a)

(ppfr I
t, (z)

I

qvf'r'& =I f(z cop)5ff'5 '
2 5p, ,

p

It is now convenient to introduce a set of operators and a
set of states in the one-meson —one-fermion space. These
are not to be thought of as Fock space operators and

states, but rather as the sort of entities that are encoun-
tered in potential scattering. We label the operators in

this space with the subscript s and write the completeness
relation for the states as

X,'(z)t, (z) = V,'(z)6,'(z),

t, (z)X,'(z) =G,'(z) V,'(z),

and if we put (4.55b) in (4.56a) we are led to

X,'(z) = V,'(z) + V,'(z)6,'(z) V,'(z),
which when combined with (4.56) gives

X,'(z) = V;(z)+ V,'(z)t, (z)X,'(z),

X,'(z) = V,'(z)+X,'(z)t, (z) V,'(z) .

(4.56a)

(4.56b)

(4.57)

(4.58a)

(4.58b)

In order to take advantage of conservation of angu]ar
momentum and isospin, it is convenient to introduce
eigenstates of the total angular momentum and isospin ac-
cording to

(pJtlfr
I
X,'(z)

I

qvf'r'& =Xf'„f „(pp,qv;z),

(ppfr
I

V'(z)
I

qvf'"'& =VI'„f '(pp qv z)

In this notation (4.37) and (4.51) become

G,'(z) =t, (z)+t, (z)X,'(z)t, (z),

G,'(z) = t, (z) + t, (z) V,'(z)6,'(z),

6,'(z) =t, (z)+6,'(z) V,'(z)t, (z),

(4.53b)

(4.53c)

(4.53d)

(4.54)

(4.55a)

(4.55b)

I
pfaa & = g I ppfr &(fry

I
aa &, (4.59a)

with the completeness relation

g I, Ipf«&p'dp(pf«
I
=1, .

fa,a
(4.59b)

Here o, is a cover index for the total angular momentum
and isospin setup according to

ct = (J,T ), cc = 1,2, 3,4,
(4.60)

1Ti ——T2 ——J) ——J3 ——
2 ~ 3= 4= z=J4= 2

where (4.55b) can be seen to be equivalent to (4.55a) by
comparing iterations of the two equations. By comparing
(4.37) and (4.51) or (4.54) and (4.55), we find that

and a is a cover index for the z components of the total
angular momentum and isospin. The coefficients in
(4.59a) are defined by (4.28). In this new basis we have

(pfaa
I
6,'(z)

I
qf'cc'a'& =Gff'(p, q;z)5 5„,

(pfaa IX,'(z)
I
qf'a'a'&=XP (p, q;z)5 5„,

(pf« I
V:(z)

I

qf'cz'a'& = VP(p q'z)5 '5.. .

(pf« I t, (z)
I

qf'cz'a'&=I f(z co )5ff 5 '5
p

(4.61a)

(4.61b)

(4.61c)

(4.61d)

where (4.61a)—(4.61c) follow from rotational invariance in configuration and isospin space, while in obtaining (4.61d) we
have used (4.59a) and (4.53b).

From (4.58a), (4.59b), and (4.61b)—(4.61d), it follows that
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Xff (p, q;z)=Vf'f (p, q;z)+ g J Vff (p,x;z)x dx I f (z —co„)Xf-f (x,q;z),
fII

(4.62)

which for fixed a and f' is a pair of coupled integral equations with the mN elastic scattering amplitude in channel a
given by X NN(k, k;M N+ cok+i e) Using (4.61b), (4.59a), (4.53c), and (4.40), it is straightforward to show that

Xff' (p, q;z ) =Xff' (p, q;z ) + ( 5~ ~ +5~4 )yf~(p, z co&—,z )I ~(z )y ~f (q, z, z —
co& ) (4.63)

In this expression the pion absorption terms have been separated out explicitly, and it is seen that they contribute only to
the P11 and P33 channels. There is no distinction between Xff and Xff in the P13 and P31 channels.

We shall now derive some useful relations among the vertex functions, the fermion propagators, and the one-particle
irreducible amplitudes Xff (p, q;z). We start with (4.23) and replace 6'(z) with the expression

6'(z) = 6 "(z)+[1+6"(z)Hi ]g,'(z)[1+H, 6"(z)], (4.64)

which is obtained from (2.13) and (2.14) by making the identifications P =P', Ptt=P„and P =P". Since H&
I fr & is

in the subspace of P„we find that (4.23) becomes

I
F„(z)& =

I
fr &Zf' '+[1+G"(z)H, ]P,

I
F„(z)& .

If we put (4.41) in this, use (4.29) and (3.6b) with Pz P" an——d P =P' [see (4.49) and (3.4)], and (4.23), we obtain

I+r(z)&= lf" &Zf' + g f dqq [a (q)+6"(z)J (q)] IF„' (z co~)&—rf'(z cog)yf f(qz coq, z)&f'—r'vlfr & .
f'r'v

(4.65)

(4.66)

When we use this expression for the ket on the left-hand side of (4.26a), we obtain an integral equation for the vertex
function. The inhomogeneous term in the equation can be worked out by observing that J„(p)

I

f'r'& is in the subspace
of P„and by using (4.23) and (4.30a), while the kernel can be simplified by using (4.19), (4.50), the orthogonality relation
for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, (4.53d), (4.59a), and (4.61c). The resulting integral equation for the vertex function is

yff. (p,z —~„z)=Zf y«(p)zf + g Vff-(p, x;z)x dx I-f (z .~„)—yf f(x,z. ~.,z),1/2 (0) 1/2

fII

where we see that the kernel is the same as that of (4.62) with e =a and a =f'
Extending our abstract notation, we write

(pf« I yf' '(z) &
—yff'(p z cop z)5 f'5,„,

(pfact
I

uf'p'& —Zf yff'(p)Zf' 5 f'5.„. ,

which when used in conjunction with the notation given by (4.61c) and (4.61d), allows us to replace (4.67) with

I yfr(z) &
I
uf„&+ Vz'(z)t~(z)

I yfr «) & .

From (4.58b) it follows that

[1+X,'(z)t, (z)][1—V,'(z)t, (z)]= 1,
which leads to the solution of (4.69), i.e.,

yfp(z) & = [ 1 +X,'(z)t, (z)]
I ufI

Using (4.68), (4.59b), (4.61b), and (4.61d), we find

yff (p,z co,z) =—Zf yff (p)Zf + g Xff-(p, x;z)x dx I f-(z co„)Zf yf f (x—)Zf1/2 (0) 1/2 af ' . 2 1/2 (0) 1/2

fII

Using (4.68), (4.59b), (4.61d), (4.31), (4.71a), and (4.54), we find that we can rewrite (4.33) as

Zf Xf(z) —(uf~ I
tg(z)

I yf~(z) &

—( ufI I
6,'(z)

I uf

while (4.63), (4.61b), (4.68a), and (4.27) lead to

(z) X (z)+ y I yf (z)&I f(z)( yf„(z )
I

fr

If we put (4.71) into (4.73) we obtain

X, (z) =X,"(z)+[1+X,"(z)t,(z)]I;(z)[1+t,(z)X,'(z)],
where

(4.68a)

(4.68b)

(4.69)

(4.70)

(4.7 la)

(4.71b)

(4.72a)

(4.72b)

(4.73)

(4.74)
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Y (z) —y I ufo' )rf (z) ( ufo' (4.75)
fr

Equation (4.74) is very similar to the separation of the T matrix obtained in the two-potential formalism. ' It is worth
pursuing this analogy a little further. According to (4.50) and (4.34), we can write

Vfr f „(p)M,qv;z) = V)~ f „(pp,qv;z)+ Wf„f „(pp,qv;Z),

where

Wf„f „(pIJ,,qv;z)=(F„(z' —cop)
I
Jp(p)[6'(z) —6"(z)1J (q) IF„' (z —co@)) .

If in (2.11)—(2.14) we choose P =P', Pr =P", and PI) =P„and use the fact that P"HP, =0, we find

6'(z)=G"(z)+ g I
fr) (o) (fr

I

z —mf&"

Putting this in (4.77), and using (4.23) and (4.30), we obtain

)n (o) &fr@ lf"""&&f'"'vlf"r"& —(o) )i2
Wfp f'r'(pp, qv;z) = g Zf yff" (p) (o) y f"f' q f'

~l I rlf p' z —Mf'~

(4.76)

(4.77)

(4.78)

(4.79)

Vff (p, q;z) = Vff (p, q;z)+Zf yf '(p)

( ~a) +~a4) (O)
(o) yaf(q)Zf

z —M

Using (4.68b), (4.31), and (4.61c), we obtain

V, (z) = V,'(z)+ W, (z),
with

(4.80)

(4.81)

which with the help of (4.76), (4.61c), (4.59a), and (4.53d)
leads to

I

(4.58) and the result could be used in (4.71) to calculate
the vertex functions. The complete scattering operator
would then be given by (4.73). Of course, we do not know
the potentials and the propagators.

In Sec. IVE, we shall show that a particular truncation
of the formalism leads to a closed system of equations for
all the quantities of interest. The scheme we shall develop
has the attractive feature that it leads to amplitudes that
satisfy the constraints of unitarity below the three-pion
threshold.

E. The coupled N~-N~m system
I uf„Zf uf„ I

z —mf"'
(4.82) We begin by deriving an alternative expression for the

potentials. If we use (4.19) in (4.50), we find
It is now straightforward to show that Y,(z) is the solu-
tion of the equation Vf'„f „(pp,qv;z)=(F„(z ~p) I Jp(p) I 0(f r qv z)&

Y, (z) = W, (z)+ W, (z)G,'(z) Y,(z), (4.83) (4.84)

where we have used (4.72b), (4.11), and (4.15). Thus the
separation of the full scattering operator in (4.74) is exact-
ly analogous to that given in the two-potential forrnal-
ism.

If the potentials V,'(z) and the propagators were known,
we would now have a complete set of equations. The
scattering operator X,'(z) .could be obtained by solving

I

with

I P(frqvz) & =[a (q)+6"(z)J,(q)] IF„(z co&)) . —

(4.85)

Putting (4.66) in (4.84), using (4.27) and (4.85) and the fact
that (fr

I J&(p) is in the subspace of P„we are led to

OC

Vf f' (pp, qv;z) = g (f"r"A,
I
fr ) dx x yff-(x, z —co&,z —co& co„)If (z —co& co„)A—f-„-f—„'(pp, xA, ;qv;z)ftl lip

(4.86)

where

Af f' (pp, xA:,qv z) = (p(fr xA, ;z*—(o~ )
I J„(p) I p(f 'r', qv;z) )

This expression can be put in a more convenient form by using the identity

(4.87)

a&(p) I P(fr qv z)) = 5& I
F„(z—co&))+6'(z —co&)J&(p) I P(fr qv;z)), (4.88)

which can be obtained by following the procedure used to derive Eq. (10) of Ref. S. The relevant equations here are
(3.5a), (4.49), (4.19), (3.5b), (4.36), and (4.2). Using this identity, (4.87), (4.85), and (4.26a), we find
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5(x —q)
Af f' '(pIJ XA qv z) —

z 5$ 7 ff (p,z —co~ c—o„,z —co„)(frp I
f'r')

+ (F„(z* —co~ —co„)
~
J„(p)G'(z —co„)Jq(x)+Jq(x)G"(z —co~)J~(p)

~

P(f'r', qv;z)) . (4.89)

From (4.42), (4.41), (4.35), (2.13), (3.6), (3.4), (4.49), (4.23), and (4.85), it follow's that

G'(z)=G"(z)+ g I ~p(fr pp, ;z))p dp Gf f, (pp, qv z)q'dq(p(f'r', qv;z')
~

frp
f'r'v

Putting this into (4.89) and using (4.84), (4.87), (4.53), (4.52), and (4.56a) leads to

5(x —q)
Afr f'p'(pp, xk;qv;z) =

z 5g 1 ff (p, z co~ —co„,z—co ) &fry I
f'r')

X
00

2+ g Xf f" ~ (pp, yp;z —co„)If"(z co coy )y dy
f"r"p

(4.90)

)(Af"p" f'r'(x A &yp&qv&z) + RE f'p'(pp, x 1,;qv;z) (4.91a)

with

Rf„f.„(pp,xk, ;qv z) = (Ii„(z* co —c—o„) I J„(p)G '(z —co„)Jx(x)+Jx(x)G '(z —co )J (p) I
p(f'r', qv z (4.91b)

Our basic approximation is to neglect Af, f „,for by so
doing we are led to a closed set of equations for all of the
quantities of interest. This closed set of equations is of
the same structure as those that occur in the quasiparticle
method for solving nonrelativistic three particle prob-
lems. The starting point of the quasiparticle method is a
set of coupled integral equations, the so-called AGS equa-
tions, which are exact within the framework of the non-
relativistic potential theory. In the quasiparticle method,
the off-shell T matrices that appear in the kernels of the
equations are split into separable terms and a weak
remainder. Using this splitting, which is just like (4.73),
the AGS equations can be put in the same form as (4.62)
with e =a. The quasiparticle effective potentials are
determined by equations which are analogous to (4.86)
and (4.91a) with Rf, f, =0.

There are some differences between the AGS quasipar-
ticle equations and those obtained here. First of all, the
equations developed here allow for the inclusion of an un-
stable particle, i.e., the 6 resonance. Second, solving the
equations developed here does not lead immediately to the
physical scattering amplitudes, but rather to the one-
particle irreducible amplitudes Xff . The physical ampli-
tudes are obtained by adding the one particle reducible
contributions as in (4.63) or (4.73). Finally, the input to
the equations developed here is also the output, -i.e., in
contrast to a potential model, these equations are non-
linear. The Nm and N~~ sectors are coupled and must be
treated self-consistently, which can be done by iteration.

A natural first approximation for solving the equations
iteratively is obtained by assuming that the nucleon and 6
pole terms in (4.63) or (4.73) are dominant, which means
that we begin by setting X'(z)=0. Then (4.71) implies
that the vertex functions are given approximately by

f

Since the bare vertex functions are in general imaginary,
it is convenient to define real functions by

Zf 7 ff'(p Zf' 'gff' p
1 /2 (0) I /2

Zf yff (p)Zf =tgf, f (p) .1/2- (0) 1/2

(4.93a)

(4.93b)

ZfXf(z)= g I dq q
00 gf~f (q)

(4.94)

and from (4.11) an approximation for the propagators,
which leads to the correct analytic structure in the energy
range of interest.

It is convenient to carry out a mass renormalization in
the propagators so as to eliminate the bare masses. The
procedure is given in Appendix A of Ref. 30. The result
1s

If we put this approximation for the vertex functions into
(4.33) we get an approximation for the self-energy, and
from (4.11) and (4.15) an approximation for the propaga-
tors. However, in order to do the integrals in (4.33) we
need to know the propagators.

Since the equations obtained by dropping the last term
in (4.91a) are three-particle equations, it only makes sense
to solve them for energies below the three-pion threshold,
otherwise we violate unitarity. So we write z =E+i e and
assume that E &MN+3p. In (4.62) and (4.86) the real
parts of the arguments of the propagators are less than
MN+2p and MN+p, respectively, which implies that in
(4.33) Re(z) ~MN+2p. Accordingly, we only need an ap-
proximation for the propagators in the integrals of (4.33)
which is good when Re(z —co~) ~MN+p. A reasonable
approximation is to replace I f (z —co& ) by (z —co&—Mf ) '. We will assume that M~ is real and shall
shortly see a way of determining it. Using (4.33), (4.31),
(4.92), and (4.93), we now have

off (p,z co~,z)=Zf Jfff (p)Zf— (4.92) I f(z) =
z Mf ZfRf (z)

(4.95a)
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where the physical masses are obtained by solving

Mf =Mf' '+Xf(Mf), (4.95b)

the wave function renormalization constants are given by

Zf ' ——1 —Xf (Mf) (4.95c)

Rf (z) =Xf(z) —Xf(Mf ) (Z Mf )Xf (Mf ) (4.95d)

The superscript P indicates that a principal value integral
is to be used when necessary. The nucleon propagator has
a pole at z =MN with a residue of one. The real part of
the denominator of the 6 propagator vanishes at z =M~.
This propagator will have a pair of conjugate poles on the
second Riemann sheet of the analytic function defined by
(4.94).

To facilitate comparison with the author's previous
I

Vff (p, q;z)=Bff'(p, q;z —MN)

gff-(q)Cff gf f (p)
(z —MN —CO —CO )P 9'

(4.97)

where the coefficients are given in terms of Wigner 6j
symbols by

work on the coupled N~-Nm~ system, ' and to avoid con-
fusion between approximate and exacts results, we shall
write the approximate propagators as

I f(z)=df '(z —MN)
2

Zf(z —Mf ) —g J dqq(0)

fg
0 z —mq —Mf

(4.96)

The first approximation for the potentials is obtained
by putting the first term on the right-hand side of (4.91a)
into (4.86) with the vertex functions given by (4.92). With
the help of (4.61c), (4.59a), and (4.53d), we find

Tp+Jp+T +J Tp 1 T Jp 1 J
Cp =(—) P P ««[(2Tp+1)(2J +1)(2T +1)(2J +1)]'r P r r T 1 T J 1 J

r

(4.98)

In obtaining this result we have used

g (Pb v
~

aa ) (6dp,
~
13b ) (6d v

~
yg ) ( @gal ~

a.'a ')
lim g NN(k) =—3 f

cok ~0 p

2

(4.103)

bv
dp

)'NN(k) = —
&

(0)
]/2

fo ku(k)
COk

1/2 (4.101)

where U(k) is a cutoff function which we normalize to 1

at cok =0. Putting this into (4.100), we have

3k f
VNN (k, k;MN +rok ) ~„-0 mmk p cok

(4.102)

=5 6„Cp«, (4.99)

which follows from the standard expression for the 6j
symbols in terms of a sum of products of four Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients [see (4.28) and (4.60)].

There is a constraint on the form factor gNN(k) that is
worth imposing. Using (4.50), (4.24), (4.26), (4.61c),
(4.59a), (4.53d), (4.99), and (4.32), it is straightforward to
show that

C1l (fff0) 1 NN(k)
l

NN ~ i™N+~0k
cok —+0 ( —~k)

(4.100)

From (4.30), Eq. (2) of Ref. 1, and the Wigner-Eckart
theorem, it follows that

DX,'=X,'(+ )(Dt, )X,'(+ ) + [1+X,'(+ )t, (+ ) ]

&& [DV,'][1+t, (+)X,'(+)],
where (+)=(MN+cok+ie) with cok &p and, e.g. ,

(4.104)

which guarantees that our scattering amplitudes correctly
incorporate the crossed nucleon pole even in first approxi-
mation.

The one-particle irreducible amplitudes Xff are ob-
tained in first approximation by solving (4.62) with the
potentials and propagators given by (4.97) and (4.96). In
obtaining the complete amplitudes, the second term on the
right-hand side of (4.63) should be constructed by using
(4.71b), (4.11), and (4.33). In (4.33) and (4.7lb), the propa-
gators should be replaced by (4.96). By so doing a better
approximation for the vertex functions and propagators is
obtained, and three-particle unitarity is satisfied for ener-
gies below the three-pion threshold. The results obtained
at this stage can be improved upon by using (4.91a) and
(4.86) to obtain a better approximation for the potentials,
and then solving (4.62) once again. Hopefully, this pro-
cedure converges rapidly.

In order to see that the first approximation is a reason-
able one, we will now show that it satisfies two-particle
and three-particle unitarity and leads to production ampli-
tudes with the correct analytic structure in the subenergy
variables. For equations of the form (4.58), it can be
shown (see Sec. VI of Ref. 1) that

which shows [see Eqs. (78) and (54) of Ref. 1] that the po-
tential contains the crossed nucleon pole. By comparing
(4.102) with (4.97), we see that we have the constraint

DX,'=X,'(+ ) —X,'( —) .

Note that according to (4.81) and (4.82)

(4.105)
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DV,'=DV,', (4.106)

so that X, (z) and X,'(z) satisfy the same discontinuity re-
lation. Here we have assumed that M~

' &MN+p so that
I

W, (z) has no discontinuity in the ran~e of interest. Even
if it does, it can still be shown that X, (z) and X, (z) satis-
fy the same discontinuity relation.

For our approximate propagator (4.96) we have

1

df (cok +i e)
1 k ~kg Nf ( k )2—~i 5fN5(cok)+

&
9(COk —P), COk & 2P,df cok —l 6

~
df(~k+fe)

~

(4.107)

where we have assumed that M~ —MN) p, . Actually Mz —MN) 2p, so this is a good assumption. Using (4.107) in
conjunction with (4.97), we find

Bff' (p, q; (ok +i e ) Bff'' (—p, q; cok —i e') = 2crig—fN (q )Cff' 5( cok
—co& —eq )g Nf (p ), cok & 3p (4.108)

and we note that this discontinuity vanishes if cok &2p or when either co& ——cok or coq ——cok. With the help of (4.104),
(4.106), (4.61b), (4.59b), (4.61d), (4.96), and (4.107), it is straightforward to show that

Xff (p,q;+) Xff (p—,q; —)= 2~iX—f'N(p, k;+)kcokXNf (k,q;+), p&cok &2p, , (4.109)

which is an off-shell unitarity relation, valid in the elastic range. This relation will always be valid as long as the nucleon
propagator I N(z) has a simple pole at z =MN with unit residue. Above the inelastic threshold, the off-shell unitarity re-
lation becomes quite complicated as all the terms in (4.104) contribute. Following Ref. 1, it is straightforward to show
that the an-shell unitarity relations for our approximate amplitudes are

XNN(k~k ~MN+cok+~~) XNN(k~k ~MN+~k ~~) 2~ k~k
l
XNN(k~k ~™N+~k+«)

l

+ IP ciP& d CO& q cOq d coq 5( COk —
Co&

—
Cgq ) 2

X g ~
Fp (p, coq+~e, k)+ g CgF& (q, co~+i@,k)

~

2

P y

p (cok (3p, (4.110)

where

XpN(p, k;MN+cok+i e)
Fp (P,coq+le, k) =gNp(q) P=N, b, = 1,4, (co~+coq cok )——

dp(coq +EE)' (4.111)

=0, P=2, 3 .
Equation (4.110) is a three-particle unitarity relation, and it holds for the full amplitude (e =0), as well as the one-
particle irreducible amplitude (e =a). It is shown in Ref. 1 that the amplitude for N+m~N+m+m can be constructed
from the functions Fp (p, z, k) where P stands for the quantum numbers of one of the N~ subsystems in the final state.
According to (4.111) only the P~~ and P» subsystems (@=1,4) contribute to the production amplitude in our first ap-
proximation. The P~3 and P3~ subsystems (P=2, 3) will contribute in the second approximation obtained by including
the effect of the second term on the right-hand side of (4.91a) on the potentials.

It is shown in Ref. 1 that in general the functions Fp (p,z, k) will have a right-hand cut in the subenergy variable z.
Using the. techniques developed there it is possible to show that with our first approximation

Ff (P, coq +i e, k) Ff (P,coq i e, k—) = (e— ——1 )

Ff (p, COq+l F.,k)+ g Cff Ff (q, klq+l &,k)
f'

where the phase 0& is given by
2ie (~ )

df(coq ie)/df(coq+—ie)=e ', P &coq &2P .

(4.113)

Equation (4.112) agrees in form with the exact discon-
tinuity relation [see Eqs. (29), (30), and (34) of Ref. 1].

%'e conclude that our first approximation for the

P &coq & 2P, cop+coq =cok, (4.112)

I

scattering amplitudes is about as good as one could hope
for as it has the correct analytic structure, satisfies unitar-
ity, and has the correct behavior at the direct and crossed
nucleon poles. Moreover what led us to this approxima-
tion was the very reasonable assumption that the dom-
inant contributions to the amplitudes are the N and 6
direct pole terms. Numerical calculations are now in pro-
gress to test this assumption.
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V. DISCUSSION

We have seen that a quantum field theory involving rr's,
N's, and 6's can be readily analyzed by using the exten-
sion of the Feshbach projection operator formalism'
presented in Sec. II in conjunction with the identities de-
rived in Sec. III. These identities are relationships be-
tween Green's functions which act in various subspaces
whose projection operators are related by the action of the
meson creation and annihilation operators. Although we
have only applied these identities to the pion-nucleon sys-
tem, it is clear that they will be of value in analyzing
pion-nucleus reactions.

It is important to stress that except for Sec. IV E, all of
the results of Sec. IV are exact within the framework of
the m-N-6 field theory that we have assumed. It is very
useful to have exact relationships between the various en-
tities that arise within the context of field theory (propa-
gators, self-energies, vertex functions, . . . ) as these serve
as a guide in the development of realistic approximation
schemes.

Of particular value is the decomposition of the pion-
nucleon amplitude given by Eqs. (4.40), (4.63), and (4.73).
As we have seen in Sec. IVE, removing the one-particle
reducible contributions from the full amplitude leaves an
amplitude which approximately satisfies three-particle
equations similar to these obtained in potential theory, i.e.,
the AGS equations. Moreover the one-particle reducible
contributions can be constructed from the solutions of the
three-particle equations. It is interesting to note that the
kernels of the three-particle integral -equations, whose
solutions are the one-particle irreducible amplitudes, in-
volve the complete pion-nucleon amplitudes, not just the
one-particle irreducible parts.

In contrast to potential models, our three-particle equa-
tions are nonlinear in that the input is also the output.
%e have developed approximate linear equations whose
solutions have been shown to have a number of desirable
features. They satisfy two-particle and three-particle uni-
tarity, the production amplitudes have the correct analytic
structure in the subenergy variables, arid the elastic ampli-
tude can be made to have the correct residues at the direct
and crossed nucleon poles. These linear equations gen-
eralize those obtained in Ref. I in that they allow for in-

termediate states containing a 4. As we have seen in Sec.
IVE corrections to the linear approximation can be ob-
tained by a well-defined iteration scheme.

The approach advocated here for treating the pion-
nucleon system in the framework of a n.-N-b field theory
goes somewhat beyond previous work on the sub-
ject" ' in that it involves a more careful treatment of
the coupling between the N~ and N~~ channels. This is
desirable because of the large inelasticity in the P» chan-
nel. Also, it seems reasonable to use three-particle equa-
tions to describe the low-energy pion-nucleon system in
that the crossed Born terms are three particle in nature.

A very different, but more traditional, approach has
been pursued by Cheung who has used perturbation
theory to calculate m.-N scattering. He finds quite rapid
convergence. An interesting possibility is to use perturba-
tion theory to calculate the potentials and propagators in
Eq. (4.62) and then solve this equation exactly. By so do-
ing it should be possible to satisfy two-particle and three-
particle unitarity.

An important extension of the equations developed here
will be the inclusion of recoil effects. As pointed out pre-
viously, the situation with regard to ~-N scattering with
nonstatic nucleons is somewhat confusing. The results of
Aaron, Amado, and Young suggest that the recoil effect
makes the "force" in the P33 channel more attractive.
However, there are other calculations" ' based on relativ-
istic generalizations of the Chew-Low theory that indicate
that the inclusion of recoil effects makes the force in the
P33 channel less attractive. In fact, it is claimed in Ref.
43 that once recoil effects are taken into account it is not
possible to generate the 6 resonance with the process
N~~N+~. This suggests that it is necessary to have the
6 occur as an "elementary" particle in the underlying
field theory. Clearly, it is of some importance to resolve
this issue.

. Finally, we note that it should be possible to apply the
techniques developed here to relativistic quantum field
theories. There is nothing inherently nonrelativistic about
the relations obtained in Secs. II and III. Relativistic few
particle equations derived using projectioI;. operator tech-
niques would not be explicitly covariant, but they would
have the advantage of involving fewer variables than co-
variant approaches.
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